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Since the low cost and high flexibility, wireless automatic meter reading network (WAMRN) is widely used by utility companies to
realize automatic collection and transmission of remote energy consumption information. Considering that WAMRN is
composed of several wireless communication nodes, the lifetime of the network will be affected by factors such as the
changeable deployment environment and the limited energy of nodes. Thus, a novel niche quantum ant colony-based
WAMRN clustering optimization method is proposed in this paper to address the problem of how to make full use of the
limited energy to extend network lifetime and improve data transmission efficiency. In the proposed approach, a clustering
model of WAMRN is defined; moreover, an improved Niche Quantum Ant Colony Optimization (NQACO) is proposed to
optimize the model therefore to obtain an optimal clustering scheme, which can help WAMRN reduce unnecessary energy loss
to achieve the purpose of extending the lifetime of the entire network. To verify the performance of the proposed method,
NQACO is compared with some popular clustering methods, i.e., GA and SA, under different scenarios. The results show that
under the premise of ensuring network communication, NQACO is superior to the other two methods in reducing the total
energy consumption and prolonging the network lifetime.

1. Introduction

In the age of production automation, the realization of
automatic meter reading (AMR) for water, electricity,
and gas supplies has become an urgent problem for energy
companies, for a reason that accurate and timely replica-
tion of water and electricity data will directly affect busi-
ness decisions and economic benefits [1, 2]. By
leveraging electronic, communication, computer, and net-
work technologies to identify, read, process, and transmit
meter data automatically, it enables the problems of single
function, low accuracy, and undesirable real-time perfor-
mance of traditional meter reading to be solved. Especially,
the adoption of automatic meter reading technology not

only improves the economic efficiency of enterprises but
also enhances the degree of informatization [3]. Hence,
there appears an inevitable trend of the application of
automatic meter reading technology for water, electricity,
and gas data reading.

At present, the technology of automatic meter reading
consists of wired automatic meter reading and wireless
automatic meter reading according to the mode of data
transmission. Specifically, the former mainly makes use
of power line networks, telephone line networks, RS-485
bus networks, etc. One disadvantage of the existing wired
meter reading method lies in that it cannot be applied in
a large scale and reliable way in the home meter reading
system. It is because of its high cost, complex wiring,
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difficulty in commissioning and maintenance, susceptibility
to the power grid, poor security, and poor scalability [4].
With the appearance of wireless automatic meter reading,
it makes up for the deficiency of the wired automatic
meter reading. The technologies used for wireless meter
reading include GSM/GPRS, Bluetooth technology, and
short-range wireless radio frequency transmission technol-
ogy. Compared with traditional meter reading methods as
well as wired methods, wireless meter reading can save
labor costs, reduce wiring costs, and simplify the manage-
ment to find problems and take corresponding measures
promptly. To this end, WAMR has become a leading
research direction of AMR.

In WAMRN, each energy meter node is powered by a
battery with limited energy. In this way, to prolong the
network lifetime as much as possible with energy limita-
tion, researchers have conducted a lot of research on ways
which can effectively enhance the energy utilization. Find-
ing that the design of network topology and the selection
of routing have a significant impact on the energy dissipa-
tion of nodes [5–7], researchers improve the energy utili-
zation in WAMRN by designing a reasonable clustering
model and using efficient optimization algorithm [8, 9].
Therefore, the focus of this paper is on the optimization
of network clustering to effectively extend the lifetime of
WAMRN.

In this paper, the most desirable nodes in the
WAMRN are selected as cluster head nodes for clustering,
such that the whole network is divided into several con-
nected regions. In addition, the noncluster head nodes in
each region are named member nodes, and the cluster
head nodes manage the surrounding member nodes. In
[10], the authors have shown that the optimal cluster head
selection problem is an NP-hard problem. Therefore, we
propose a Niche Quantum Ant Colony Optimization
(NQACO) which combines the optimization mechanism
of quantum evolutionary algorithms with the ant colony
optimization. By using this approach, it can significantly
enhance the search traversal and convergence speed when
the problem size is large, while NQACO uses the niche
technique to ensure the species diversity of the whole large
ant colony. The existence of stable individual differences in
the colony aids NQACO in overcoming the premature
problem exhibited by other algorithms and allows for
more desirable local search capabilities. In a nutshell, the
proposed clustering approach can efficiently search for
optimal routing clusters from the solution space, thus
effectively decreasing the energy loss in WAMRN and thus
extending the network lifecycle.

The structure of this thesis is just as below. In Section 2,
the research work related to the clustering of sensor networks
is introduced. Section 3 describes the entire network structure
of WAMRN. Meanwhile, the corresponding mathematical
model is designed and established. Section 4 proposes a new
optimization algorithm to optimize the problem of clustering
of WAMRN in Section 3. Section 5 shows the optimization
performance of NQACO on the cluster routing model by
comparing it with GA and SA. Finally, the whole work of this
paper is summarized in Section 6.

2. Related Work

At present, there exist many kinds of AMR communication
technologies. For instance, paper [11] applying radio fre-
quency technology to AMR systems, which can help energy
companies effectively reduce data collection costs and
quickly collect key information to provide insights for
decision-makers. Paper [12] realizes a wireless power moni-
toring system based on ZigBee technology monitoring
power quality and remotely control power services. In addi-
tion, paper [13] uses the single-chip microcomputer STM32
to manage energy data and uses ZigBee for communicating
between the electric energy meter and the data center. After-
wards, paper [14] designed a GPRS-based remote automatic
meter reading wireless communication system hardware,
which supports UDP communication protocol and can carry
out remote data transmission through message transmission
and network communication.

A lot of research results show that WSN is considered to
be the key technology for building a new generation of smart
grid AMR systems in the future [15–18]. However, since the
energy supply of sensor nodes in WSN is battery-powered,
the energy of the nodes has a certain limitation, and the
energy of wireless sensor network nodes cannot be replen-
ished at work. Therefore, considering extending the lifetime
of the entire network as much as possible, it is an important
design principle to improve the energy utilization rate and
reduce the energy loss of the wireless sensor node in the con-
struction of WSN. In paper [19], the researchers use the
water meter as a node to form a wireless sensor network.
That research focuses on making the energy consumption
as small as possible by avoiding packets whose lengths
exceed the length limit. The paper [20] points out that sen-
sor nodes in WSN send their data to the central cluster head,
which forwards the data to the desired receiver. Moreover,
clustering can realize bandwidth reuse, thereby increasing
system capacity.

To make up for the sustainability of QoS and bridge the
gap between suboptimal solutions, the paper [21] proposed a
quality-of-service routing algorithm based on genetic algo-
rithm. That work solves the imbalance characteristic sche-
matic diagram of QoS optimization in the ad hoc network
and the previous convergence problem. However, the
genetic algorithm used in this study has a specific depen-
dence on selecting the initial population. In addition, the
algorithm is prone to premature problems when solving
large-scale computing problems.

In paper [22], the author proposed a lightweight
dynamic TRUST model and bee mating algorithm for clus-
tering. More specifically, to prevent malicious nodes from
becoming cluster head nodes, they proposed a gradually rea-
sonable priority scheme in the trust measurement. Neverthe-
less, since the amount of crossover operation information is
small and the similarity of the bee colony is high in the pro-
cess of optimizing the problem with the bee mating algo-
rithm, it is prone to fall into the local optimum and
seriously affect the performance of the algorithm.

Paper [23] proposes a modified clustering method based
on LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy),
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which uses the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algo-
rithm to optimize the network clustering and determines
cluster heads by considering factors such as energy, commu-
nication overhead, and load balance. Although the particle
swarm algorithm used in the research has the characteristics
of simple structure and fast search speed compared with
other algorithms, it has some inescapable disadvantages such
as low accuracy, easy divergence, and easy falling into local
optimum. These shortcomings are in the process of cluster-
ing optimization, making the clustering undesirable.

In other perspectives, paper [24] proposes a clustering
routing algorithm on the basis of chaotic binary ant colony
optimization (CBACO) for wireless sensor networks. The
algorithm calculates the energy consumption of the cluster
head based on the remaining energy, the number of neigh-
bors, and the distance to the base station (BS). In that paper,
the routing process is divided into two steps, where the first
step is to process the data transmission from the cluster head
to the cluster head and the second one is to apply the biolog-
ically inspired optimization technology ant colony algorithm
(ACO) to optimize the path finding process from the cluster
head to the BS. Although the information interaction of ant
colony algorithm is realized by pheromone, the convergence
to the optimal solution is the process of information positive
feedback. Positive feedback is designed to enhance the qual-
ity of the solution and achieve better performance. However,
this algorithm will have the problem of evolutionary
stagnation.

3. System Model

3.1. WAMRN Network Model. The structure of the WAMRN
network model is shown in Figure 1. After the terminal col-
lection node obtains the meter data, it transmits the data to
the remote BS through the wireless communication node in
WAMRN. To save energy, each wireless communication
device can select an optimal path according to the actual sit-
uation and then transmit the data to the cluster head node
through the optimal path for data integration. Without con-
sidering other factors, all wireless communication nodes
have the same initial energy. Since each wireless communi-
cation device has the same data communication capability,
the energy loss in the process of data transmission, fusion,
and transmission is also the same. In WAMRN, the energy
of the BS is not limited, and the BS is always in a normal
working state. However, the wireless communication equip-
ment in the network is restricted by its energy. If the energy
is exhausted, the node will no longer work.

In common cases, the installation location of data collec-
tion and transmission wireless equipment depends on the
actual situation. Therefore, the distribution of various meters
is irregular. This situation can be understood as that each
sensor device in WAMRN is randomly distributed.

3.2. Energy Loss Model of Wireless Communication Nodes.
The wireless meter reading device in WAMRN belongs to
one kind of the wireless communication device, so the
energy consumption of the WAMRN can be calculated by
using the energy consumption model of the wireless com-

munication device. In fact, there is a lot of research work
on the energy consumption of wireless terminals. Papers
[25–27] put forward the theoretical explanation of content
radio transmission and microcontroller processing. And in
paper [28], the author proposes a first-order radio model,
which models that the energy consumption of wireless ter-
minals can widely describe the energy consumption in wire-
less terminals; it is used to calculate the energy consumption
in many related research works. Therefore, this energy
model is adopted in our research work.

The energy consumption of wireless communication
nodes in WAMRN mainly includes three parts: sensing
energy consumption, data communication energy consump-
tion, and microprocessor energy consumption. Many cur-
rent research results show that the energy consumption of
wireless communication nodes in data communication
accounts for more than 50% of the total energy consumption
of WAMRN. Besides, the sensing energy consumption and
microprocessor energy consumption are comparative fixed,
so it is hard to reduce them through optimization. There-
fore, this paper primarily analyzes the energy loss of each
wireless communication node in WAMRN and studies a
reasonable clustering method for achieving low energy con-
sumption in the network.

As shown in Figure 2, if the sensor node transmits k bit
packets to adjacent nodes with a distance of d meters, the
energy consumption generated by the transmitting node is
Etxðk, dÞ, which mainly contains ETX−elecðkÞ and ETX−ampðk
, dÞ, where ETX−elecðkÞ represents the energy loss generated
when the signal transmitting circuit unit transmits data
information. And ETX−ampðk, dÞ denotes the energy con-
sumption generated when the signal power amplifier circuit
unit amplifies the transmission power. Equations (1), (2),
and (3) are the calculation of the above three types of energy
consumption, respectively.

ETx k, dð Þ = ETx−elec kð Þ + ETx−amp k, dð Þ, ð1Þ

ETx−elec kð Þ = k ⋅ Eelec, ð2Þ

ETx−amp k, dð Þ =
k ⋅ εf s ⋅ d

2, d < d0

k ⋅ εmp ⋅ d
4, d ≥ d0

8<
: : ð3Þ

In formula (3), the ETx−ampðk, dÞ adopts two different
calculation methods according to the value of the communi-
cation distance d between nodes. If d < d0, it can be assumed
that the signal is in the ideal state of no attenuation, no
blocking, and no multipath mode during the propagation
process, so that the parameter used for signal power ampli-
fication is εf s, and then, the calculation method of a is

ETx−ampðk, dÞ = k ⋅ εf s ⋅ d
2. If d > d0, the signal attenuation

caused by the increase in communication distance needs to
be considered. At this time, the signal power amplification
parameter is εmp, and ETx−ampðk, dÞ = k ⋅ εmp ⋅ d

4. The d0 is
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the distance threshold calculated as follows:

d0 =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εf s
εemp

s
: ð4Þ

When receiving k bit packets, the energy consumption of
nodes is calculated by as follows:

ERx−ele = k ⋅ Eele = ERx−ele kð Þ: ð5Þ

Additionally, to decrease the amount of communication
data and decrease the sending of redundant data, the cluster
head will perform data fusion on the data from each member
node, and there will be a small amount of energy consump-
tion in this process. In this article, EFs is used to represent
the energy consumption during data fusion, assuming that
the fusion of 1 bit data requires energy consumption EDf ;
then, the energy consumption of k-bit data fusion can be

defined by as follows:

EFs = k ⋅ EDf : ð6Þ

4. NQACO for Clustering
Optimization in WAMRN

The proposed NQACO, based on quantum evolution and
niche technology, is an improvement and upgrade of the tra-
ditional ant colony algorithm. It introduces the concept and
theory of quantum computing, uses qubit coding to store
information, and completes the update of quantum coding
through quantum rotation gate. Meanwhile, the quantum
evolution ensures that the performance of the algorithm will
not be affected, and it can even significantly improve the
convergence speed of the algorithm. Besides, to find an opti-
mal solution in the whole solution space, NQACO use the
niche mechanism to divide the ant colony into several
niches. Due to the relative isolation between multiple niches,

Member node

Cluster head node

Data transmission link

Base station

Figure 1: WAMRN network model diagram.
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Figure 2: Energy loss model of wireless communication.
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there is less gene exchange between different species, so there
are some differences in species genes between these niches,
which provides the species diversity of the whole ant colony.
On the level of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm,
stable individual differences facilitate NQACO to overcome
the premature problem shown by other algorithms and can
enhance the ability of local search.

The detailed procedures of using NQACO to solve the
clustering optimization problem in WAMRN are as follows.

Step 1. Initialize NQACO with various parameters, including
population size, the maximum number of iterations, phero-
mone trajectory strength, visibility parameters, pheromone
volatility factor, number of wireless communication nodes
in the network, and crowding factor.

Step 2. Quantum coding for ant colony according to Equa-
tion (7) and Equation (8) and initialization by chaotic map-
ping according to Equation (10) and Equation (11).

Step 3. Measure the qubit state according to Equation (9).

Step 4. Calculate the fitness value of each ant individual
according to Equation (12)–Equation (16), and record the
ant individual with the largest fitness value.

Step 5. Update pheromones according to pheromone
strength and visibility using Equation (17) and Equation
(18), and then, move the ants according to the transition
probability calculated by formula Equation (19).

Step 6. Recalculate the fitness value of each individual ant,
and record the individual with most significant fitness value.

Step 7. Use the optimal solution to update the direction of
the quantum revolving gate, and then, update the quantum
encoding ant through the quantum revolving gate by Equa-
tion (20).

Step 8. Randomly select ant individuals from the current
population as crowded individuals. Then, calculate the cor-
relation between other individuals in the ant colony accord-
ing to Equation (21) and the excluded individual. Suppose
the correlation between the excluded individual and another
ant individual is greater than the average correlation
between all individuals. Based on the exclusion mechanism,
the individual with the lower fitness value of the two ants
will be replaced by the individual with the higher fitness
value.

Step 9. Judge whether the termination condition is reached,
and output the optimal individual if it is reached, and use
the binary code corresponding to this individual as the opti-
mal clustering scheme for WAMRN. Otherwise, the algo-
rithm will continue from Step 3 to the next iteration.

Figure 3 is the flow chart of NQACO.

4.1. Quantum Coding and State Measurement. In NQACO,
the algorithm introduces quantum coding and state mea-
surement to solve the WAMRN clustering problem. Typi-
cally, information is stored in the form of binary bits, and
the state of the binary bits can only be 0 or 1. But in quan-
tum computing, information is stored in the form of qubits,
which are a one-dimensional complex vector space. How-
ever, in quantum computing, information units are stored
in qubits. A linear combination of two superposition com-
ponents j0i and j1i can be used to represent any state of a
qubit. In this paper, jψi is used to represent the state of
the qubit, and its calculation method is as follows:

ψj i = α 0j i + β 1j i, ð7Þ

where α and β represent the probability magnitudes of the
two superposition vectors j0i and j1i, respectively, while
jαj2 and jβj2 denote the probability of the quantum bits
being at 0 and 1, respectively, and jαj2 + jβj2 = 1.

In NQACO, the information carried by the ants in the
ant colony is represented by a group of qubits. In the cluster-
ing optimization problem, the code composed of this group
of qubits is actually a clustering scheme. Assume that there
are n wireless communication nodes in the WAMRN, where
c wireless communication nodes are selected as cluster heads
and the remaining n − c wireless communication nodes are
member nodes. Thus, the length of the encoding carried by
a single ant in the encoding process is n. The following
mathematical expression (8) can represent the encoding of
the information carried by an individual ant.

pi =
αt1 αt2 ⋯ αtn

βt
1 βt

2 ⋯ βt
n

 !
: ð8Þ

Each column in pi is the probability of the appearance of
two superimposed vectors constituting the state of the corre-
sponding qubit. However, this coding method cannot obtain
the clustering scheme directly, so converting quantum cod-
ing to binary coding is necessary. Thus, this paper uses the
method of measuring the qubit’s state to realize the conver-
sion process. In the measurement process, the n wireless
communication nodes in the network are numbered from
1 to n; then, the state of the corresponding quantum bit
count can be used to determine whether the wireless com-
munication node is a cluster head or not. In this paper, the
state of the ith qubit is calculated by Equation (9). If the state
measurement value of the ith qubit in a code is 0, the wireless
communication node numbered i is a member node. Other-
wise, the wireless communication node numbered i is a clus-
ter head.

zi =
0 random 0, 1½ � > αij j2

1 random 0, 1½ � ≤ αij j2

(
: ð9Þ

4.2. Initialization of Ant Population. Individuals of NQACO
carry a feasible clustering scheme. Before the first generation
of population evolution, the population with size popSize
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needs to be initialized. In this article, NQACO uses a tent
map to generate the initial information code carried by each
ant in the ant colony. Compared with the commonly used
logistic mapping, the chaotic sequence generated by the tent
mapping in the interval [0,1] is more evenly distributed and
faster iteration speed. The calculation method of the tent
mapping function is as follows:

xi+1 =
2x 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1/2
2 1 − xið Þ 1/2 ≤ xi ≤ 1

(
: ð10Þ

In the formula, x is a random number with a value range
of [0,1]. The formula can also be expressed in the following
form.

xi+1 = 2xið Þ mod 1ð Þ: ð11Þ

In the process of population initialization, a random
number x0 with a value range of [0,1] is given first. On this
basis, tent mapping is used to generate n chaotic variables.
Let the individual ants encode αn = sin ð2πxnÞ and βn = cos
ð2πxnÞ in pi, so that the probability amplitude of each qubit

Start

Initialize algorithm parameters

Quantum encoding of individual ants
according to Eq. (7) -Eq. (8)

According to the principle of tent chaotic map, the initial population
is generated by Eq. (10) -Eq. (11) chaotic map.

The quantum bits of individual ants were
measured according to Eq. (9) 

Calculate the fitness value of each ant individual according to
Eq. (12) -Eq. (16) , and record the ant individual with the

largest fitness value

Update pheromone according to Eq. (17) -Eq. (18)

Ants move according to the transition probability
calculated by Eq. (19)

Recalculate the fitness value of each individual ant, and
record the individual with the highest fitness value

Update of quantum-encoded ants by quantum
revolving gate according to Eq. (20)

Determine a crowding factor CF

Is the niche
crowding process

over?

Calculation of correlation between other individuals and
excluded individuals in population based on Eq.( 21 )

Select x ant individuals from the population as
crowding individuals

Is the correlation greater than
the average correlation?

Replacing ant individuals with smaller fitness values
with ant individuals with larger fitness values

Output optimal solutions

End

No

Yes
No

Yes

Is the maximum number of
evolutionary generations

reached?

No

Yes

Crowding niche

Figure 3: Algorithm flowchart of NQACO.

Table 1: Rotation angle strategy.

zl zoldbest fitness zlð Þ > fitness zoldbest
� �

Δθl
S αlβlð Þ

αlβl > 0 αlβl < 0 βl = 0 αl = 0
1 0 F 0:001π -1 +1 0 ±1
0 0 F 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 T 0:025π +1 -1 ±1 0

0 0 T 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 F 0:005π +1 -1 ±1 0

0 1 F 0:05π +1 -1 ±1 0

1 1 T 0:025π +1 -1 ±1 0

0 1 T 0:005π -1 +1 0 ±1
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in the information encoding carried by the initial ant will be
evenly distributed in the solution space. By repeating the
above operation popSize times, an initial population P = f
p1, p2, p3,⋯,ppopSizeg with a population size of popSize can
be obtained.

4.3. Construction of the Fitness Function. In this paper, the
overall goal of optimizing the entire WAMRN is to mini-
mize the entire network’s energy dissipation during data
transmission to extend the network’s life as much as possi-
ble. Therefore, in the optimization process, the wireless com-
munication nodes with higher residual energy, smaller
communication distance within the cluster, and closer to
the BS are more suitable to be selected as cluster heads.

In the process of heuristic optimization algorithm to find
the optimal cluster head selection scheme, the fitness func-
tion plays a very important role, because the fitness function
can be used to measure the efficiency of the algorithm when
searching for the optimal cluster head selection scheme.
Suppose the expected number of cluster heads in WAMR
is c, nj represents the quantity of member nodes in jth net-

work cluster, DðCHj, BSÞ and DðMEMi, CHjÞ, respectively,
represent the distance from jth cluster head to the BS and
the distance from ithmember node to jth cluster head node.
Thus, the fitness function in NQACO is defined as follows:

fitness = f CH + f MEM , ð12Þ

where f CH =∑c
j=1 f

j
CH , f CH is the energy consumption of the

jth cluster head in the process of one information transmis-
sion, and it can be calculated with the help of the following:

f jCH = ETx k, dtoBSð Þ + njERx−ele kð Þ + njEFs kð Þ, ð13Þ

dtoBS =
1
c

〠
c

i=1
D CHi, BSð Þ

 !
: ð14Þ

In formula (12), f MEM =∑c
j=1 f

j
MEM , it represents the

energy consumption of member nodes. The calculation pro-
cess of f jMEM is as follows:

f jMEM = njETx k, dtoCHð Þ, ð15Þ

dtoCH = 1
nj
〠
nj

i=1
D MEMi, CHj

� �
: ð16Þ

4.4. Mobile Strategy and Positivity Update. To solve the clus-
tering problem of WAMRN, before adjusting the position of
individual ants in NQACO, the pheromone on the path
needs to be updated. The corresponding update formulas
are as follows:

τi,0 t + 1ð Þ = ρ ⋅ τi,0 tð Þ + Δτ, ð17Þ

τi,1 t + 1ð Þ = ρ ⋅ τi,1 tð Þ + Δτ, ð18Þ
where ρ is the pheromone volatilization coefficient, and its
value range is ½0, 1�, where Δτ = 1/fitnessðxbestÞ , fitnessð
xbestÞ represents the network energy consumption corre-
sponding to the optimal clustering scheme for each
generation.

After the pheromone update is completed, it is necessary
to adjust the movement of the ant by calculating the transi-
tion probability Pij of the ant. The calculation method of
transition probability Pij is as follows:

pij tð Þ =
τλij tð Þημij tð Þ

τλi0 tð Þημi0 tð Þ + τλi1 tð Þημi1 tð Þ , ð19Þ

where τij and ηij, respectively, represent the pheromone
track intensity and visibility parameters. Variable t repre-
sents the iteration times of the algorithm, i represents the
quantity of steps the ant has taken, and j ∈ f0, 1g represents
the two positions that an individual ant may choose during
the ith step.

Table 2: Network environment parameters.

Parameter Value

k 1000 bits

Eelec 50 nJ/bit

εamp 100 pJ/bit/m2

εf s 0.0013 pJ/(bit×m4)

EDf 5 nJ/bit

Table 3: Initial parameters of NQACO.

Parameter Value

Number of individuals 80

Pheromone track intensity 2

Visibility parameter 2

Pheromone volatilization coefficient 0.9

Table 4: Initial parameters of GA.

Parameter Value

Number of individuals 80

Crossover probability 0.7

Mutation probability 0.05

Computing era 0.9

Table 5: Initial parameters of SA.

Parameter Value

Starting temperature 300

Cooling factor 0.95

Maximum number of iterations 100
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Figure 4: Continued.
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4.5. Variation of Quantum Bits. The quantum bits act as a
guide for the individuals in NQACO to move in a globally
optimal direction. After each individual in the ant colony
change its positions, all the qubit on an ant is required to
be updated base on the optimization scheme in the previous
iteration. The update process is indicated as follows:

αnewl

βnew
l

" #
=

cos θ −sin θ

sin θ cos θ

" #
αl

βl

" #
, ð20Þ

where αnewl and βnew
l are the probability amplitudes of

qubit’s corresponding state after the update. αl and βl are
the probability amplitudes before the update. The size and
direction of the rotation angle θl = SðαlβlÞΔθl are obtained
from Table 1.

In Table 1, zoldbest represents the optimal cluster routing
scheme generated by the previous generation, and T and F
represent true and false in Boolean algebra, respectively.

4.6. Niche Based on Exclusion Mechanism. This paper mainly
uses niche technology based on the crowding mechanism to
classify the individuals in the ant colony for obtaining a
desirable scheme of clustering. The basic idea stems from
the fact that in a limited living environment, in order to sur-
vive, various creatures must compete with each other for
various limited living resources. Specifically, it is first neces-
sary to determine a crowding factor CF and then randomly
select 1/CF ant individuals from the ant colony as crowding
individuals and then calculate the correlation between other
unselected ant individuals and the crowding individuals.
Since the code carried by an individual ant is a quantum
code, it can be regarded as a matrix. Therefore, the correla-
tion between two individuals in an ant population can be

obtained by calculating the correlation between the encoding
matrices representing the two individuals. The calculation
method of interindividual correlation is shown as follows:

R A, Bð Þ = C A, Bð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V A½ � × V B½ �p , ð21Þ

where A is the crowding individuals, B is other individuals,
C ðA, BÞ is the covariance of A and B, and VðAÞ and VðBÞ
are the variances of A and B, respectively.

Assuming that the correlation between two individuals is
higher than the average value of the correlation between
individuals in the colony, based on the exclusion mecha-
nism, the individual with the lower fitness value of the two
ants will be replaced by the individual with the higher fitness
value.

4.7. Termination Condition. If NQACO runs to the set max-
imum number of iterations, the clustering scheme carried by
the individual with the best fitness value will be output. Oth-
erwise, the iterative optimization is continued.

5. Simulation

To verify the optimization effectiveness of NQACO for the
clustered routing problem in WAMRN, this paper compares
NQACO with GA; SA under different conditions and
through MATLAB simulations, total energy consumption
generated during data transmission in the network is used
as the evaluation metric. The WAMRN scenario simulated
in this paper is static, and the concrete environmental
parameters are shown in Table 2.

In the following simulation, the maximum number of
iterations MAXGEN of the four algorithms for comparison
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Figure 4: Variation of energy consumption with different number of wireless communication nodes: (a) 100 nodes; (b) 200 nodes; (c) 300
nodes; (d) 400 nodes.
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is set to 100 rounds. Noting that different algorithms have
different initial parameters, to ensure that these four algo-
rithms can be in their respective optimal optimization states,
the specific initial parameter settings of each algorithm are
shown in Tables 3–5.

In the simulation experiment of Figure 4, each algorith-
mic optimization process was repeated 50 times. The corre-
sponding value in the line chart was the average value of 50
simulations.

Figure 4 shows the optimization effect of these four algo-
rithms on the total energy consumed of WAMRN when the
network contains 100, 200, 300, and 400 wireless communi-
cation nodes, and the proportion of cluster heads in each
final clustering scheme is 10%. From the trend of the curves
in Figures 4(a)–4(d), although the total energy consumption

of the three algorithms varies significantly during the first 60
iterations, the network optimized by NQACO is always
lower than the GA and SA in terms of total energy consump-
tion. In addition, the advantage of NQACO over the other
two algorithms becomes more and more evident as the num-
ber of iterations increases.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between NQACO and
the other two algorithms regarding the optimization of the
network energy consumption for four cases of 5%, 10%,
15%, and 20% of the quantity of cluster heads in WAMRN
with various wireless sensor sizes. In the simulations, each
algorithm was run 100 times, and all calculation results were
averaged over 50 Monte Carlo runs. From figure (a), it is
clear that the total network energy consumption of the
WAMRN optimized by NQACO is always less than that of
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Figure 5: Variation of total network energy consumption with different cluster head ratios: (a) 5% cluster heads; (b) 10% cluster heads; (c)
15% cluster heads; (d) 20% cluster heads.
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SA and GA for different sizes of wireless sensor numbers.
Meanwhile, when the number of wireless communication
nodes in WAMRN increases, the overall network energy
consumption also increases. The same conclusion can be
easily drawn from figures (b), (c), and (d).

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the relationship between sur-
viving nodes’ quantity and round. During the experiment,
the WAMRN contains 100 wireless communication nodes,

and the initial energy of each wireless communication node
is set to 0.5 J, and then, we record the number of surviving
nodes in each round of data transmission and the remaining
energy of each node. When a node runs out of energy, we
remove it from the network so that the node cannot send
or receive messages. Network lifetime is a key indicator of
how well balanced the network’s energy consumption is.
The longer the network lifecycle, the more balanced the
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network energy consumption, and the better the perfor-
mance of the routing protocol is proven. Otherwise, the net-
work energy consumption is unbalanced. From Figures 6
and 7, it can be seen that the WAMRN after SA and GA
optimization starts to have wireless communication nodes
die at rounds 484 and 929, respectively; however, NQACO
effectively delays the death of the first node of the network
until round 978. Moreover, after round 2388, it can be seen
that after NQACO optimization, the number of surviving
wireless communication nodes in WAMRN is always more
than the other two algorithms. When all 100 nodes die due
to energy exhaustion, the network after NQACO optimiza-
tion has more data transmission rounds than GA and SA
with more than 6.3% and 6.7%, respectively.

Through the comparative analysis of the above simula-
tion experiments, it can be seen that NQACO introduces
the chaos operator, which makes use of the randomness
and convenience of chaotic variables so that the individuals
in the ant colony can be evenly distributed in the solution
space, which significantly enhances the algorithm’s optimal-
ity finding ability and prevents NQACO from falling into
local optimum prematurely like GA and SA. Meanwhile,
the ants in NQACO adopt quantum bit-based coding, which
introduces the quantum state vector into the coding of the
ant colony algorithm to avoid the phenomenon of prema-
ture convergence. Overall, the NQACO proposed in this
paper always has better performance in reducing the net-
work’s total energy consumption than GA and SA for the
different number of wireless communication nodes.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a clustering model is proposed to reduce
energy consumption and prolong the network lifetime in
WAMRN by selecting optimal cluster heads for efficient
use of energy. The optimization problem of this model has
been shown to be NP-hard, so we propose a new NQACO
algorithm to optimize it. Through simulation experiments,
the effectiveness and efficiency of the NQACO algorithm
in optimizing and reducing the total network energy con-
sumption are verified. The simulation results indicate that
our proposed NQACO scheme has lower communication
energy consumption than the traditional GA and SA
schemes and has more advantages in extending the lifetime
of WAMRN.
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